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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

I

would like to start my
report by officially
welcoming our new
Hunting Development
Manager, David Laird, to
his position. David came to
SSAA Victoria with a wealth
of hunting experience, a
background in deer farming,
a history developing the
hunter education program for
Para Park and experience
editing Australian Deer
Association’s magazine. He
has settled into his role very
quickly and already faced
multiple media interviews,
presented to our Board
and State Conference
delegates and been involved
in meetings with key
industry partners and State
Government. Read more
about David’s role in his
article on page 9.
Over the past few weeks, David
and the rest of the State Office
team have been working closely with Game Management
Authority and Field and Game
Australia on the duck hunting
season. The season opened
on Saturday, March 18 and
will run until Monday, June 12.
Increased rainfall last year led
to a good breeding season and
high numbers of ducks across
the south-east of the country.
The report on page 3 of this
edition provides some insight
into the hunting success of our
members across the State.
While hunter behaviour was
good across the board, disappointingly, a small number
of hunters were reportedly
shooting early. Unfortunately
the poor behaviour of a few can
have a serious impact on the
majority, so I encourage any-
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DENIS MORONEY
SSAA Victoria President

one who witnesses any illegal
activity during this duck season
to report it to the authorities.
The SSAA SHOT Expo is also
just around the corner. On the
weekend of May 20 and 21
the crowds will pour into the
Melbourne Showgrounds for
Australia’s largest shooting industry event. We are expecting
in excess of 15,000 people to
walk through the doors during
the two days. The 2017 event
will be more family-friendly than
ever before. We have arranged
an archery range, face painting, jumping castles and other
children’s rides, as well as
the working gundogs demonstrations. There really will be
something for everyone.
The National Firearms Agreement issue is still simmering
away. The shooting industry
has united and developed a
strategy to pressure the government into amending the document. In late March we called
on the membership to contact
Federal Justice Minister Michael Keenan to remind him of
his commitment to only change
the laws regarding lever-action
shotguns. We must continue to
put the pressure on and remind
him that the shooting community is large and influential.
Finally, the purchase of
Springvale continues to progress. We are really approaching the finishing line now and
I look forward to making an
announcement in the not-toodistant future.

Duck season 2017 opens across the State and good water levels lead to a …

Quacking
good time

The weather at Gippsland Lakes was perfect for hunting on duck season opening
weekend. INSET: SSAA Shepparton Branch Secretary Tony Connell was at Reedy Swamp
between Cohuna and Barham. He managed to fill his bag on opening morning.

Economic Development, Jobs, Transport and Resources were closely
monitoring the wetlands on opening
morning.

D

CAITLIN PEARSON
Victorian Shooter Editor

uck hunting season opened
on Saturday, March 18,
across Victoria, with some
shooters saying it was their best
ever season.
For the first time in three years, a fulllength season with a bag limit of 10
birds per day was declared. It comes
after high rainfall last year led to increased breeding and an abundance
of waterfowl across the State.

SSAA Victoria members headed to
regional areas, including Gippsland,
Wodonga, Stawell and Cohuna for
the start of the season. Some hunters
reported the best season opening
they ever had.
More than 150 staff from the Game
Management Authority (GMA), Victoria Police, Parks Victoria, Department of Environment, Land, Water
and Planning and the Department of

GMA said hunter behaviour was
“excellent” across the board. There
were just eight minor hunting
infringements recorded on opening
day. Considering there are 26,000
licensed duck hunters in Victoria, it is
an infringement rate of less than .04
per cent.
SSAA Victoria Hunting Development
Manager David Laird was at Gippsland Lakes on opening morning with
his son. The weather was warm with
plenty of birds around and excellent
shooting. They were out on Sunday
morning as well but, despite the ideal
conditions, they only managed two
ducks between them.
Geoff Morton and Tony Connell,
from the Shepparton Branch, were
at Reedy Swamp between Cohuna
and Barham and they managed to
fill their bags on the first morning.
The birds weren’t around first thing
in the morning but they came across
later on. Compliance in the area
was excellent with no one shooting
before 7.20am - the central zone
opening time.
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Ash Chick was out at Wodonga Creek
on opening morning and said it was
pretty quiet. There weren’t many
hunters around and the ducks were
in other areas. Nevertheless, they
managed to get 30 birds between
eight hunters on the first morning.
Out at Broken Creek, Nathalia, members reported a fantastic opening
morning. There were heaps of birds
around and SSAA Victoria received
reports that some campers were actually moving from their locations to
Broken Creek after opening morning
to get in on the action.
Unfortunately, protesters converged
on the Kerang area, particularly on
Saturday morning. It was really disappointing to see protestors, particularly at Kerang, disregarding the law.
Six protesters were apprehended
and received banning notices for
illegally entering specified hunting
areas at Lake Martin and Koorangie
State Game Reserve during prohibited times. Serial nuisance Laurie Levy
was arrested at Kerang before 8am
on the Saturday.
CONTINUED PAGE 4
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“Duck hunters are licensed and
responsible people who are participating in a legal activity,” Hunting Development Manager David Laid told
media on opening weekend. “They
should have the right to participate
in that legal activity without being
harassed by extremist activists.
“Some of these activists have shown
no respect for the licensed game
hunters and they have shown no
respect for the law – putting themselves in harm’s way for a publicity
stunt.”
SSAA Victoria has heard reports of
early shooting at Kerang and claims
that Freckled Ducks and Blue-Winged
Shovelers were shot. SSAA Victoria

is disappointed to hear that a few irresponsible shooters could be giving
the rest of the hunting community a
bad name.
The Association encourages any
members who witness anyone
shooting outside of the legal times to
approach them and remind them of
the law.
The season will run until Monday,
June 12. Hunting of the Blue-winged
Shoveler is prohibited in 2017 due
to the continued low numbers of the
species.
Several wetlands were closed prior to
the start of the season. They included Lake Natimuk and Natimuk Creek

Lake Reserve, Lake Muirhead State
Game Reserve (SGR), Big Reedy Lagoon SGR, and Tower Hill SGR. The
use of motor boats for duck hunting
is also prohibited at Lake Linlithgow
near Hamilton to help protect a significant number of Blue-Billed ducks.
Several wetlands around Kerang
were closed on Saturday, March
25, due to significant numbers of
Freckled and Blue-Billed ducks. They
included Koorangie State Game
Reserve, west of Kerang, Koorangie
State Game Reserve, comprising
Lake Bael Bael, and First, Second
and Third Marsh. Lake Cooper, east
of Elmore, closed to duck hunting
from Friday, March 31 due to significant numbers of Freckled ducks.

‘My duck opening’: David Laird

N

early all of my duck
hunting days over the
years have been spent in
East Gippsland.

Many an opening morning saw me
sitting in the Back Hole, off Lake
Wellington, after a dash across the
dark lake in a small tinnie, using the
distant flare from the Longford Gas
Plant as a navigational aid. Landing
in the pitch black, I would then fight
through the tea-tree and swamp
water for 600m, brushing countless
cobwebs off my face as I edged
closer to the hide.
Finally in position, I could relax,

waiting in the darkness for dawn. I
enjoyed listening to the sounds of
the swamp around me, strangely
eerie, yet tranquil and peaceful at
the same time. Slowly the decoys
that I had painstakingly set out the
day before, would start to appear
out of the gloom.

catch a glimpse of the odd dark
shape rocketing overhead against
the lightening sky.

The whistle of wings low overhead,
giving promise of the shooting to
come, would stir any hunter’s spirit.

In the distance, a couple of shots
are heard. Complaints and abuse
flow freely from the other hides
around the swamp. The majority are
not happy when someone jumps
the gun, but, then again, there are
selfish people in every crowd.

We might use different tools, but the
hunting instinct is as old as mankind.
Still too dark to see
anything clearly, I
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The distinctive three-quack call of a
Black duck is answered from further
away by the laughing cackle of a Teal.
Slowly opening time comes closer.

CONTINUED PAGE 5

• Time with my son;
watching his development as a hunter and as
a man. I am proud of the
shooting skill and ethics
he displayed.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4

The clock finally ticks over
and the season begins the swamps echoing with
the sound of gunfire.
Some years we had a good
shoot, bagging out. Some
years not so good, with
only a few birds in the bag.
The one constant was the
atmosphere, the build-up
and the camaraderie.

• Time with friends; catching up on what had been
happening in their lives.
• Time in a natural setting;
appreciating nature and
what it can provide.

Blokes I only caught up
with at duck opening, renewing acquaintances and
hearing the news from the
last 12 months.
The stories, the bragging,
the hard luck tales, sitting
around plucking ducks,
preparing them for the table and reminiscing. It’s all
part of a good duck camp.
This year was a bit different, hunting on a friend’s
private property. Compared to a swag, a tarp and
a ridiculously early start
when hunting the swamps,
the accommodation was
sensational and the alarm
went off at a true gentlemanly hour.
The similarity was the camaraderie, sitting around
the table the night before,
catching up, speculating
about what tomorrow
would bring.
A leisurely walk across the
paddocks in the daylight
took us close to our first
dam. With only one shotgun between us, it was
agreed that my young
bloke, Brendan, would
have the first crack. I pulled
out the camera.
At exactly 7.10am two

• The opportunity to gather our own food. When
so much of our society
has no appreciation of
where their food comes
from, it is something that
is vitally important.
David Laird at Gippsland Lakes on a beautiful opening morning.

shells were fed into the
breach of the over/under
Miroku and we crept in on
the dam.

bag, but enough for a great

We heard a sudden whirring of wings as half a dozen Teal got up off the water. It was quickly drowned
out as a single shot ran
through the swamp.

The important elements

roast duck meal for the
entire family.

were there, though:

David Laird is SSAA Victoria’s
new Hunting Development
Manager.

SSAA Victoria
AGM notice

One bird folded, dead
before it hit the water. The
others gone, obscured by
tea-tree as they weaved
away.
A cautious move to the other end of the dam saw two
more Teal erupt and zoom
off. This time there was
a gap in the tea-tree and
Brendan swung through,
firing as the first of the
birds went through the gap.
A great shot accounted for
his second bird.
We shot a few more birds
between us for the weekend; nowhere near a full

I think I’d better take Brendan to the swamp, instead
of private property, next
year, so we can have that
experience together.

Notice of the 2017 Annual General Meeting and postal ballot.
The AGM will be held from 2pm on Sunday, September 17 at the
Hotel Bruce County, 445 Blackburn Rd, Mount Waverley, 3149.
Nominations to fill our four Board vacancies will open on
Wednesday, June 7, 2017. For further information
contact the State Office on 03 8892 2777,
or email state_office@ssaavic.com.au.
Results of the postal ballot will be announced at the 2017 AGM.
Financial accounts for the year ending April 2017 will be
available on the SSAA Victoria website (ssaavic.com.au) prior to
the meeting or upon written request.

By order of R. Farmer
Company Secretary, SSAA Victoria
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Advertise in the

Victorian Shooter
magazine
SIZE

PRICE

Full page

$1400

Half page

$800

Quarter page

$450

Eighth page

$300

Page 3 (full page only)

$1500

6cm banner (front page)

$350

The Victorian Shooter magazine is a bi-monthly
electronic publication, available to all 36,000 SSAA
Victoria members. An electronic copy is emailed to
members and available on the website.
Member surveys show that the Victorian Shooter is
widely read among the membership and it is where the
majority of members look for SSAA news.
SSAA Victoria offers free ‘for sale’ advertising to its members
for small goods. Anyone wishing to advertise their business
should contact the Editor for an avertising agreement. A 10
per cent discount is offered on annual contracts.
Editor: Caitlin Pearson
Phone: 03 8892 2777
Email: caitlin.pearson@ssaavic.com.au
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FACES OF SSAA VICTORIA
In July 2016 SSAA Victoria ran the ‘Faces of SSAA Victoria’ campaign to find members who
represented the organisation’s vision, mission and objectives. These people are featured on the
new website which was launched in September 2016 and their stories will be shared with the
membership and the wider community over the coming months. Each of them has a different
story to tell, whether it be their hunting philosophy; their passion for reloading; their drive to
help and educate others or their experience breaking down the stigmas sometimes attached to
the shooting sports. Keep an eye out for each story on the website and in future editions of this
magazine. In this edition we introduce you to two more of the new Faces of SSAA Victoria.

Christine Naus

Christine Naus had her right leg amputated below the knee at the age
of 26. INSET: At the range, Christine feels just like any other shooter.

PICTURE: Tatjana Plitt

No barriers too great
was, a simple foot injury led to a
life-changing course of events.

C

CAITLIN PEARSON
Victorian Shooter Editor

hristine Naus was a pretty
normal 26-year-old. She
worked in administration at
a university and practised karate in
her spare time. She was “happily
plodding along” when it came to
her career and excelling at karate.
She secured her black belt two
years before, what she thought

“I was diagnosed with cancer in my
foot in 2010,” she said. “Unfortunately, due to the type of cancer I
had, the only treatment available to
me was amputation of the leg below
the knee.
“Once I got through rehab, I was
issued with a prosthetic leg and had
to learn to walk again using that.”
The cancer diagnosis and amputation
had a profound effect on Christine,
whose whole perspective on life
changed. “Until that point I was just
enjoying life, but not really living
life,” she said. “I didn’t really have
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much motivation, drive and determination. But after cancer I took a step
back and thought, ‘life is too short’. I
actually started thinking about what
I could involve myself in and get passionate about.”

While surfing the internet looking for
potential sports to become involved
in, Christine stumbled across the
Paralympic Committee website.
The website listed a heap of team
sports, which didn’t interest Christine, and some solo sports. That’s
when the idea of shooting came to
her. It was years since she had tried
target shooting with her close friend
David’s firearms.
CONTINUED PAGE 8
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Christine’s friend David, who has also battled cancer, is the person who encouraged Christine into the shooting sports and
hunting. Now they regularly go out in the field together. 					
PICTURE: Tatjana Plitt

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

Christine and David have been
friends for years, but their cancer
battles brought them closer. “We had
very different types and treatment
but once I found out he had cancer I
definitely reached out to him and our
friendship has gotten a lot stronger
because of our shared experience,”
Christine said. David took Christine
out for a shoot after her treatment
and she once-again experienced the
thrill of hitting a target. “He’s a very
good helper. He helps me set up and
gets things organised or me.”
After some time practising at the
shooting range, Christine went
hunting with David about four or five
years ago. “When my prosthetic leg
was still new, I was very cautious,”
she said. “But as my confidence grew
I got a bit more adventurous.” Out
in the field Christine often surprises
her hunting companions, and even
herself, with what she is capable of
doing.
“Recently I was out hunting deer
with David and three other guys,”
she said. “They were generous
enough to take us to some private
property in the High Country. There
was a bit of rain and we had to cross
a small river to get to the property. It
was flowing too quickly and too deep
at the time to walk through it, so the
guys said the only way around was

to walk across a concrete pipe over
the river. It had wire handrails, but it
was a bit hairy. I decided to have a go
at getting across. In the end I made
it unscathed but I think they were all
surprised that I did it.”
People down at the shooting range
would not even notice Christine’s
prosthetic most of the time. In fact,
Christine rarely notices it herself
when she’s shooting targets. However, while out on the field, she sometimes needs extra help from her
hunting friends.
“I find it impacts me the most out in
the field hunting,” she said. “There
have been quite a few times when
I’ve taken a tumble and I blame the
prosthetic. I do also need some help
retrieving animals. I might do the
butchery but I need people to carry
the meat for me. Deer is the biggest
issue because of the size.”
Christine and her friends spend time
at farms, helping eradicate rabbits
and foxes. Their trips have made
substantial difference to some farmers, which has been very rewarding
for Christine. “I feel like I’m making
a difference,” she said. “We were
once contacted by a farmer whose
property we had been shooting on
the year before. She told us that she
had a huge increase in the number
of lambs that survived because of
the work we did. That gave us a good
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feeling.”
Christine encouraged other people
who had disabilities to refuse to
allow them to be a barrier. “It might
be a challenge and you might have to
find other ways to do certain things,
but that’s part of the challenge and
part of the fun,” she said. “Find your
own way of doing things but don’t
let it stop you from doing something
you want to do.”
She also encouraged other people
to take a step back when they saw
people doing things differently from
the way they would expect. “If you
see somebody struggling or not
doing something the way that you
would do it, don’t assume they’re
doing it wrong,” she said. “Maybe
just ask yourself why they might be
doing it differently. They might be
compensating for something or may
not physically be able to do it the
way you would do it.”
The all-inclusive nature of the shooting sports is what attracts so many
people from different walks of life.
On any given day, people living with
disabilities can practise on the main
range or enter into competition on
an even playing field with people
without those disabilities. In some
cases many other patrons would be
oblivious to their unique challenges.

Hunting Development Manager
sinks his teeth into the role
DAVID LAIRD
Hunting Development Manager

database. When that process is complete, we will assess where the program is going and how many volunteers will be needed to successfully
run it in the future. While this process
may lead to further accreditation
courses being run, it is important to
note that the program is never going
to offer hunting opportunities to all
members. I understand it has created
dissatisfaction in some areas and I
will provide a more detailed explanation of the program in a future edition.

I

was fortunate enough to secure
the newly created Hunting
Development Manager role at
SSAA Victoria. I joined the current
team in mid-February and have
been getting a feel for the role ever
since. It was a pleasure meeting
delegates from the sub-clubs and
regional branches at the State
Conference on Sunday, March 5.
The event provided an opportunity
to discuss current hunting issues
with delegates from across the
State, and introduce myself and my
role.

The longer-term objective of my role
is to re-establish SSAA Victoria as
the sector leader on hunting-related
matters. As the largest shooting and
hunting organisation in the State,
there is no doubt that we should be
the sector leader. The Association’s
strong financial position has enabled
the creation of this position and will
allow a much greater emphasis on
hunting-related matters in the future.
On a day-to-day basis, my role will
require me to support the Chief Executive Officer in advocacy, analyse
and prepare responses to proposed
government legislation, prepare
submissions, develop hunting policy,
represent the organisation externally
and manage the hunting development team.
My immediate priorities include meeting members, visiting branches and
sub-clubs, and getting a feel for the
membership’s issues on a grass-roots
level. I also want to communicate
directly with members about what
SSAA Victoria is doing, the direction it
is heading in and what its longer-term
hunting-related goals are.

SSAA Victoria’s new Hunting Development
Manager David Laird.

I would be very happy to hear from
members with ideas about what the
Association could be doing to tackle
the many important hunting issues
facing them. Having said that, it is
important to realise that there are
three people in the hunting development team, including me, so we have
to be realistic in our expectations.
My role will entail prioritising those
issues and focusing our resources in
the most appropriate areas.
I am developing an initial 12-month
plan to deal with immediate issues
and then looking at an overall strategy for the next five years. My immediate focus will be on three areas: the
Conservation and Pest Management
(CPM) program, current general
hunting issues and the communication/administration areas of the
hunting function.
As most members will be aware, the
CPM program has been undergoing
a revamp. Re-validation of accreditations is currently under way, and that
will be followed by a tidy-up of the
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The major hunting issues facing
SSAA in Victoria at the moment are
the Sustainable Hunting Action Plan
(SHAP), the Parliamentary Inquiry into Invasive Species on Crown
Land, the Great Forest National Park
(GFNP) and the Snake Island balloted hunting trial.
The SHAP was released last December and is the State Government’s
plan for hunting in Victoria over the
next five years. SSAA Victoria has
been advised that it will have a seat
at the table during the implementation phase of that plan. It will ensure
the membership’s interests will protected during that process.
The Invasive Species Inquiry is due
to report on June 22 and I will be
closely examining the recommendations that come out of that inquiry.
The biggest potential threat to hunting in Victoria is the GFNP. At the
moment it is going nowhere, due to
a political deadlock, but the Greens
have it on the agenda and aren’t
going to give up easily. I will continue
to monitor the situation and it may be
an area where I will call for member
action in the lead-up to the next State
Election.
CONTINUED PAGE 10
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On a more positive note, the trial
balloted hunting on Snake Island is
going well according to all reports
I have received. The trial is being
conducted over two years and when
it proves successful I hope it will be
continued indefinitely. The trial could
be used as a template for additional balloted hunting opportunities
throughout the State.
On the administrative side of things,

my major priorities are to develop
a comprehensive hunting policy for
SSAA Victoria and to enhance communication on hunting-related issues.
Coming from outside the organisation,
I have been extremely impressed with
the work our Marketing and Communications Manager, Caitlin Pearson,
has done on communications within
SSAA Victoria. I intend to use the
Victorian Shooter and e-news alerts
to inform members of what is going on
in the hunting space.

Thank you to the members and
branch and sub-club representatives I
have already met – you have made me
feel very welcome in my new role.
I am looking forward to getting
around to the branches and subclubs over the next few months and
meeting as many of you as I can. In
the meantime, I welcome suggestions or comments on hunting-related
matters via my email
hunting.manager@ssaavic.com.au

SHOT Expo 2017 weeks away

T

he Melbourne SSAA SHOT Expo 2017 on May
20 and 21 is fast approaching.
The Working
Gundogs
demonstration
is expected
to draw a big
crowd again
at this year’s
Melbourne
SHOT Expo.

Bring the kids along for a day you can all enjoy,
with face painting, a jumping castle, archery, a petting
zoo and children’s rides for the future sporting shooters
among us. Stop by the Working Gundogs demonstrations, which never fail to deliver, or see the SSAA Fieldto-Fork demonstrations between stop-offs at exhibitor
stands.
SSAA Victoria President Denis Moroney, who sits on the
SSAA National SSAA SHOT Expo committee, is gearing
up for a massive year.
“Last year the SSAA SHOT Expos in Sydney and Perth
both recorded significant increases in attendance and we
are expecting even bigger results in Melbourne,” he said.
The Sydney SSAA SHOT Expo on June 25 and 26 saw
15,000 people crowd the Rosehill Gardens Racecourse,
8000 of which came on the first day. The Perth SSAA
SHOT Expo saw similar results, with more than 11,000
people walking through the gates on October 22 and 23.
Organisers sold 1200 family tickets across the weekend –
double the previous year.
The 2017 Melbourne SSAA SHOT Expo is sponsored by

ATN, Beretta, Blaser Australia/Mialls Gunshop, Joker Knife
Store, Swarovski Optic and Winchester Australia.
SSAA members receive discounted tickets - for $20, instead
of $25. Each ticket will allow you to collect a special wristband at the entry/exit, which will grant unlimited access to
the event across both days. To be eligible for a SSAA member discounted ticket, you will need to provide your SSAA
member number before checkout. One discounted ticket will
be available to each member.
For competition and giveaway announcements, follow
SSAA Shot Expo on Facebook.
Buy tickets online by visiting the SSAA SHOT Expo website:
http://shotexpo.com.au/melbourne/
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The leopard and the bees
STEVEN FINE
Victorian Shooter contributor

P

ete is a good friend of
mine, but when he offered
his exclusive lodge to me
for a long weekend, I liked him
even more. His private lodge is
situated in a wildlife conservancy
on the Olifants (Elephant) River
near South Africa’s world-famous
famous Kruger National Park.
On that particular long weekend,
I stayed in the lodge with my wife,
niece, her husband and daughter and
a couple of friends. On the evening
we arrived I went for a walk alone.
About 50m from the lodge on the
riverbank below I found footprints of
a female leopard and cub.
The following morning our whole
group set out to try and catch a
glimpse of the leopard and her cub.
No one wore perfume, deodorant or
after-shave lotion. Animals and other
little critters of the bush are not too
fond of Old Spice, Coco Chanel or
Yves Saint Laurent.
We walked in single file, talking only
when necessary. The discipline of
silence, and where and how you step
is vital.
We set out just after sunrise. In my
small backpack was water, toilet
paper, hand sanitiser and a first-aid
kit which included a suction apparatus and anti-histamine for stings. My
wife and niece’s daughter, Camilla,
are highly allergic to bees. I always
carried my .375 Winchester Magnum
Holland and Holland Safari Express
with solid bullets as well as my Glock
40 S&W with Black Talon ammunition
for the pistol. My faithful automatic
Benchmade knife sat on my belt
opposite the Glock.
As we walked a couple of hippopotamuses were voicing their territorial

Part of our group crossing the river near our private lodge. My niece’s daughter, Camilla, is
wearing the green cap.

grunts and the birds were all competing against one another with melodious whistles and tunes. Nearby we
saw a small herd of Impala that we
often refer to as the ‘McDonald’s of
the bush’. This is appropriate as all
the predators prey on this extremely common buck. The backside of
the Impala consists of three stripes
which look similar to the golden
arches of McDonald’s.
We examined the older leopard
tracks and the fresh tracks of Kudu,
Waterbuck and baboon. After some
time I found a fresh set of leopard
tracks. The tracks lead us to a slight
bend alongside the river and towards
a gully. After tracking for just half an
hour we rested for a short while under a tree alongside the river. Trees
dotted the area and the gully was
rocky with long grass.
Before long I was overcome by the
stench of rotting flesh. I looked up
into the trees overhead and saw the
carcass of a dog on a branch 5m
above my head. It had been dead a
long time – I could tell because most
of the flesh had rotted away. We had
stumbled on the old kill of a leopard.
Leopards stash their kills high up in
trees to keep them away from the
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salivating lips of other carnivores.
They eat anything, including rats,
monkeys, porcupines, buck species
and, when the opportunity arises, domestic animals. The dog I saw could
have been a stray from a village or
it could have belonged to a resident
owner.
As we continued to follow the tracks
into a steep gully, I sprinkled burnt
ash from previous fires into the air.
The ash always gave me the wind
direction even if the grass was not
moving. It is vital to stalk with the
breeze blowing against you.
A movement caught my eye about
80m up and we froze. We all saw the
leopard walking further uphill and
twice it stopped and looked back at
us before disappearing into the long
grass, rocks and bush. The tall grass
obscured the cub from view.
What a feeling to find my favourite
animal and to see the excitement
on everyone’s faces. At that point
I called the stalk off – there was no
way I was going to disturb it again.
Disturbing the leopard while she
protected her cub would have been
highly dangerous.
CONTINUED PAGE 12
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The
leopard
footprints
we
tracked.
To the
left is
the cub
and the
mother’s
is on the
right.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 11

I would face a full charge of a lion
before a leopard. A leopard often
charges silently with no warning
growl like the lion. The leopard is
fast, low and furious. A lion could
easily kill a person, but a leopard
would go out of its way to maul everybody in a party, no matter how large.
In the Sabi Sands of the greater
Kruger National Park, a leopard once
charged into a dozen labourers. It
mauled 11 of them, three seriously.
I know the person, Laurence, who
finally managed to kill the leopard.
He has many scars to remind him of
that day.
We headed back to camp for wellearned bacon, eggs and coffee. The
excitement was great and, as we
were no longer tracking, the group
talked freely. We crossed the river
and were just 150m from the lodge
before I heard a sound.
It sounded like a light aircraft approaching, but microlight or ultralight
aviation was strictly forbidden over
the conservancy. That’s when I saw
it approaching – a massive swarm of
African bees in a giant, thick cloud,
barely 2m off the ground and coming
straight for us. Although I had seen
many swarms in my day, I had never
seen one flying full throttle for me.
My niece’s daughter, Camilla, and my
wife were in grave danger with their
allergies so I grabbed them close
to my body and I tucked Cammy
under my bush jacket. They had to
stay dead still. Overcome with fear,

Cammy started to cry. Until the day I
die I will remember the words I said
to her – “Cammy you can cry, but cry
quietly”.
Noise or sudden movement can
prompt bees to sting. The bees came
right over to our group and hovered
above our heads. The noise was
deafening and we were frozen in fear.
Then, as quickly as they came, the

thick swarm flew off in the other direction. The relief was overwhelming.
In the afternoon we lazed about
at camp and discussed the events
of the day. We would have faced
dozens of stings, perhaps hundreds, if the bees attacked. With two
people highly allergic to bees, and
a long and bumpy drive to the clinic,
I realised that we were knocking at
heaven’s door.
Lying in bed that night, I told my wife
that I had never felt fear from a Lion’s
charge, nor when treed by a rhino.
In the Sabi Sands while watching a
leopard on foot, I fell on a broken tree
stump and impaled my leg, requiring emergency treatment. But I still
was not frightened. I’ve had so many
close shaves as a guide, but always
took it on the chin. I must confess, I
was petrified of the bees.

English Pointer pups for sale
Sire: FT CH BEHAMORE
HARRY (Ireland)
Owner: Patrick Rohan
Dam: RIPRAP ROXY NRD
IRTD (Marley)
Owners: Nick and Annette
Guida
Harry and Marley have
several ancestors in common,
including the great English
Field Trial Champion,
Harry is a multiple field trial winner.
Innistona Shoot.

Field Trial Champion Behamore Harry (Ireland)
Winner: International trial on the mountain on grouse, held between 15 dogs
who travelled from France and 15 Irish dogs, pointers and setters, which was
hosted by the Irish Red and White Setter Club (Aug 2013).

Riprap Roxy NRD IRTD (Marley)
Winner: SSAA Year of the Hunter Retrieving Trial – Advanced Stake 2014.
Marley has gained her Novice Retrieving Dog and Intermediate Retrieving Trial
Dog awards and is one of the most experienced quail dogs in Australia.

Contact:
Nick Guida: 0419 576 946
Barry Oliver: 0403 380 092
Henry Foster: 03 9509 5245
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My Father’s Gun
L. G. Swift
SSAA member

The below poem is dedicated to Lionel Swift, Gunner,
1st Siege Brigade, RAA, WWI, for Anzac Day.
My father’s gun was a nine point two,
With 25 men in each gallant crew.
An English gun with an Aussie squad,
They fired huge shells, so help me God.
From Melbourne and Sydney came men so true,
And formed Siege Brigades, numbered one and two.
In war it was early death by gas and stealth.
Heavy shells destroyed their post-war health.
The great guns travelled at a snail’s pace,
Often staying for months in just one place.
Through France’s border and Belgium’s rubble,
It was several long years of hell and trouble.
The men are long gone, but one gun still stands,
Not where it was used, but in distant lands.
It stands proudly now by day and by night,
In Canberra, at rest, on our sacred site.

The 9.2’’ model fired 290 lb
(132kg) shells, and manually
loading these caused heart strain
in early life among many crew
members who survived the war.
For reasons unknown it was
decided that they would be
manned by Australian crews.
The crews were trained on
naval guns at Queenscliff Fort,
before undertaking further training on the new
guns in England, then travelling to France.
Originally hauled by teams of horses, they were later
moved by heavy tractors. Both methods moved the
cannons from site to site only at walking pace, such
was the weight of these cannons.

Here is a photo of the 9.2” Howitzer, now restored and placed at
the side of the war memorial building in Canberra. RIGHT: A WWIera photo of my dad.

Explanatory notes
There were only six 9.2” and six 8” Howitzers made
in England during WWI. They were ready for service
in 1916. These guns were the heaviest land artillery
used by either side during WWI. The larger 9.2”
weighed 12 tonnes.

They shelled the enemy over our entrenched troops
during some of the greatest battles of the Great War in
France and Belgium, including The Somme and Ypres.
All RAA artillery brigades and groups had colour
patches of dark blue and red, inspiring a verse by an
officer. For some part of the war, the Siege Brigades
were commanded by Lt Cl. Walter (“Wacky”) Coxen,
who composed a short poem about the RAA:

A Howitzer is a heavy, relatively short-range cannon,
firing at an elevation angle greater than 45 degrees
so that its shells can safely travel over hills, troops,
buildings or other obstacles to chosen targets beyond.
Harry is a multiple field trial winner.
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My colour patch
It is only a small patch of colour,
Of Artillery blue and red.
But it calls to mind those days of war,
And the deeds of our glorious dead.
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Kasch n Co Pack Saddling is offering winter trips in the Wonnangatta Valley, allowing hunters to get into the area while the gates are closed and
travel through the area without carrying their packs around, or their meat out. BELOW: JoAnne Kasch said there were not many places their pack
animlas were unable to reach.
PICTURE: Supplied

Hunting made easy this winter

A

Narbethong couple is
helping hunters into the
Wonnangatta Valley in
winter, using packhorses and
mules as back-up and transport for
supplies.
The brainchild of JoAnne and John
Kasch, Kasch n Co Pack Saddling is
the first commercial group offering
hunting trips using pack animals to
carry all the supplies.
JoAnne said the idea was to provide
hunting opportunities in prime deer
country for people who were unable
to carry big loads of gear into the
bush, or those who wanted to relax
and hunt at the same time.
“John and I have been pack saddling
for nearly 20 years and visiting the
Wonnangatta Valley for six or seven
years,” JoAnne said. “We often pack
in for holidays and, while in there, we
meet a lot of hunters and see that
they can only carry out some of the
deer they harvest.
“I spoke to many of the hunters down
there and they said, ‘For us to just walk
in with our guns and not worry about
food or bedding would be awesome’.”

the meat back to your vehicle.
“A couple of years ago our son and
son-in-law hiked in and carried
everything for themselves,” JoAnne
said. “One of them shot a deer and
we carried out 160 pounds of meat
for them. Our mules didn’t even blink
at it – they’re big strong boys.
The Kasch’s aim to encourage deer
stalking in one of Victoria’s premier
hunting locations, promote safe and
responsible hunting and offer the
opportunity for hunters to experience
the High Country fully supported with
meals, camping gear and products
supplied.
According to JoAnne, Parks Victoria
has been very supportive of the new
initiative because it encourages more
hunters into the area to control deer
numbers, and ensures hunters take
all of their meat with them.
Sambar deer are found throughout
the Wonnangatta. The elusive creatures are hard to find and, weighing
100kg to 350kg, are even harder to
carry out.
That’s where Kasch n Co Pack Saddling comes in. They will transport
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“There aren’t many spots that our
animals can’t reach. But if we can’t
get somewhere, we’ll be able to get
really close.”
Kasch n Co Pack Saddling does 12
trips a year during winter – when the
gates are closed – so only 48 hunters
will have the opportunity to book in
this year.
Groups of up to four are taken on a
16km hike to camp through the Blue
Hills Mountain Range or the Bridle
Trails, with the pack animals transporting all of the gear.
The packages are fully catered and
the bunk bed marquee, beds, wood
for the fires, tables, chairs, crockery
and cutlery are all supplied.
For more information visit www.
kaschnco.com.au

Read the paperwork
carefully
PETER COOPER
Lawyer

S

ome years ago, my assistant
burst into my office very
upset. She was waving an
Infringement Notice that she had
found stuck on the windscreen of
her car. She was adamant that she
had not exceeded the two-hour
limit applicable to that parking
zone.

licemen, who I referred to in my last
article ( Victoria Shooter, February
edition, p.18) can be a sideways blow
at a time that you don’t need it.

officers. Do not inadvertently create
an incident because you are better
off dealing with the issue in the cool
light of morning.

“But – hang on,” you think to yourself.
“This is an Application for an Intervention Order. They are asking me
about my firearms licence but they
have no Notice of Suspension.”

My assistant’s English was more than
adequate, but it was not her first language. I read the infringement notice.
The date was right, the zone was
right, the time was in the ball-park.

Take time and read the document in
its entirety. Check whether it bears
the words, “This is not an Order”.

Further, the Victorian Firearms Act
permits the police to take custody
of your firearms for many reasons
other than the mere presence of an
Intervention Order Application. For
example, police can take possession
of your firearms if they have concerns about your mental health, your
safety or the safety of others. They
can also take possession of them if
the Application for an Intervention
Order is accompanied by allegations
of a crime – perhaps an assault.

I asked her to confirm her car registration. It did not match. Someone
had stuck their ticket on her windscreen, perhaps even taking the
punt that she would pay it. The idea
that anyone could even think that
she would have done something
wrong had pervaded all. She had
not read the notice completely and
dispassionately.
All of us have things that make us
react strongly; generally things we
hold dear as part of our identity.
One of those is a deep pride in being
a registered firearms owner – and
being recognised as a responsible
firearms owner.
That knock from the two nice po-

Going back to Sec 3 of the Firearms
Act 1996 and the definitions section,
remember the definition of ‘prohibited
person’ applies only when a Final
Order is made. The words “This is
not an Order”, on the paper you have
been served, mean exactly that – it is
not an order.
Feel free to point this out to the
police officers and suggest they
return to their senior for clarification if
they want to take possession of your
licence or firearms at this point.
Now, some words of caution here:
since the 2014 Batty tragedy in
Tyabb, in which a young boy was
murdered by his mentally ill father,
police officers have been vigilant
when serving Intervention Orders
under the Family Violence legislation.
Please respect that, and respect the
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In the service of a Personal Safety
Intervention Order that states, “This
is not an Order”, and where none of
the other above issues apply, point
it out to the police officers. Be sure
to be clear, polite and succinct, but
point it out.
This article does not constitute legal advice. It does not contain any material that
relates to any individual person. Please
make sure that if you are ever in this
position, get legal advice. But, remember
you are the client and you are always
free to check with your lawyer, whether
they are familiar with the Firearms Act
1996 and its interaction with the Family
Violence Protection Act 2008 or Personal
Safety Intervention Orders Act 2010.
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RELOADING FEATURE

Pressure monitoring
Ross Williams explains how to tell when pressure levels are getting too high.

LEFT: This
primer
encountered
49,200 p.s.i.a.
(pounds per
square inch
absolute) in
a .17 Mach
IV. RIGHT:
The flattened
primer saw
34,400 p.s.i.a.
in a .222-28
Short – 30
per cent
lower.

ROSS WILLIAMS
Victorian Shooter contributor

A

brass cartridge case is
more than a receptacle for
the powder, primer and
bullet. It is also an obturator – a
seal – which has to restrain gases
at pressures typically around 2500
to 4500 atmospheres.

On firing, the case’s walls not only
expand outwards but also stretch
lengthwise in places, and its base
presses against the bolt or breech
block face. Because these changes
prevent the escape of gas through
the action, the chamber is sealed.
As the pressure drops, the brass
contracts a little, loosening its grip
on the chamber walls and allowing
extraction.
Both the sealing and the contraction
rely on the brass’ hardness gradient
and its elasticity. So a load is only
safe while the brass is worked within
its elastic limits.
The higher the pressure, the quicker
it rises and the longer it stays at
high levels, the harder it is on the
case. Consequently, we must be able
to recognise when the pressure’s
behaviour is beginning to push the
brass past its elastic limit.
I said “recognise,” not “measure,”
because the ability to quote figures
for peak pressure is not, in itself, a
guarantee of handloading safety —
even if we could get our hands on
equipment that could do it. Instead,

to help us monitor pressure, we have
a mixture of indicators or warning
signs.

Primer signs
Fired primers do not give reliable
pressure signs. Flattening of the
primer cup and cratering (a raised
rim around the firing pin or striker
indent) do not always go with higher
pressure, as our photo shows. Nor
do protruding primers and discing
(striker indents which have been
holed). The latter two tell us about
the rifle’s headspacing and the
strength of the mainspring, not
excessive pressure.

Ease of extraction
In bolt actions there is a direct link
between ease of extraction and the
behaviour of gas pressure. Though
their camming power varies, as a
group they provide the strongest
manual extraction. Consequently
any stickiness or difficulty in raising
the bolt handle is a sign of excessive
pressure, unless another reason can
be found.
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For example, an often-reloaded
cartridge case may not contract
enough after firing. This will make
the bolt lift sticky when the same
load in a virgin case would give no
trouble. It will happen sooner with
‘hotter’ loads and minimum-taper
cartridge cases.
On the other hand, the reason for
the unco-operative bolt may be
inside the firearm – fouled chamber
walls, for example, or grit and brass
particles jammed behind the bolt’s
locking lugs, or even friction on
the primary extraction cam on the
receiver bridge.
If a Mauser-type bolt has to be
hammered open, the peak pressure
is likely to have been over 60,000
CUP (copper units of pressure),
which is more than 70,000 PSIA
(pounds per square inch absolute or
‘true’ PSI), and a substantial charge
reduction is needed. The hottest
factory loads on the market are
around 55,000 to 57,000 CUP.
CONTINUED PAGE 17
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•

So we have a basic safety rule. When
extraction difficulties occur early
in the case’s life, and the firearm is
clean and in good order, it’s wise to
reduce the powder charge, usually
by a minimum of 5 per cent.

Brass may flow into the
extractor or ejector recesses
in the bolt, leaving nubs on
the base or rim of the case.
These protrusions often look
burnished.

•

The headstamp (the writing
on the base of the case) may
become shallower and less
distinct.

•

Scars and machining marks
on the bolt face may be
echoed on the case’s base
or the extractor groove may
have narrowed.

Certain types of action have
inherently weak extraction, yet they
remain relatively strong designs.
The miniature Martini action goes
back to the late 19th century but
retains many fans. It’s worth special
attention. Some wrongly call it the
Martini Cadet (that’s the name of
a complete rifle) and describe it as
a falling block. In fact, it’s a tipping
block – a fundamentally different
type of action. Importantly for
handloaders, the miniature Martini
is significantly stronger than many
old breech-block actions and is very
hard to damage, simply because of
its low-leverage extraction.
In this little action, cases will fail to
extract before gas pressures reach
an unsafe level – a handy fail-safe
feature because, purely for practical
reasons, we must reduce the powder
charge in order to retain extraction.
Non-rotating bolts, some older
lever actions and some vintage
single-shot actions tend to have
weak extraction, too. But because
their locking systems and other
design features are often weaker
than those of common turnbolts
(and the miniature Martini), we
cannot assume that they can be
safely loaded to a point just short of
extraction failure.

Hardness gradient — safety depends on
working cases within their elastic limits

primers can be pushed out and new
ones inserted with little effort. The
loosening may show pressures have
been too high, but because the
expansion may take a number of
firings to become noticeable, it may
be normal in some situations.
So the key is the working life of the
primer pocket. When loosening
occurs within a few reloads, either
during working-up or after the
service load has been selected, the
pressure is considered to be too
high. Robust case designs like the
.300 WSM should yield a longer
pocket life than lightly constructed
types like the .22 Hornet, of course.
If a pocket is so loose that a spent
primer or new primer drops out,
the pocket is “blown”. Regardless of
when this occurs, it means the load
should be reduced.

Any deformation of the head is a
clear warning sign — brass flow in
the hardest, thickest part of the case
means the brass is being abused and
is nearing the point of failure.

A primer pocket leak shows as
anything from a small, black smudge
at one point on the pocket rim to an
extensive sooty ring. Because the
escaping gas represents a risk to the
shooter and often scars the bolt or
breech block face, these leaks always
tell us to reduce the powder charge.

Expanded primer pockets can be
detected by feel: That is, fired

Other signs of significant case head
deformation are as follows:

Case head signs
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Now for a more empirical method:
measurement of expansion at the
solid head.
Before the initial firing, each case
head is measured at a pair of
predetermined points, right next to
the forward edge of the extractor
groove but on opposite sides. The
heads are re-measured after the
second and later firings, thus giving
us their expansion compared with
their initial reading.
A small amount of head expansion
is normal in many rounds, so the
key question is, ‘How much is too
much?’ For the answer, we can
use the guidelines first given in the
Hornady Handbook, 3rd Edition:
• Maximum head expansion for
mild or moderate cartridges with
relatively lightly constructed
cases, eg the .30-30: .008 –
.01mm (.0003 – .0004”) over
virgin diameter.
• Maximum for the more powerful
cartridges whose cases are more
robustly constructed: .013 –
.015mm (.0005 – .0006”) over
virgin diameter.
• Maximum for the belted
magnums: .015 – .018mm (.0006
– .0007”) over virgin diameter.
CONTINUED PAGE 18
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Now for some warnings. Firstly, we
can’t take a ‘before’ measurement
from one case and compare it with
an ‘after’ measurement of another.
We must keep track of individual
cases from go to whoa.
Secondly, we need a micrometer
able to read in ten-thousandths of
an inch (.0001”) or thousandths of
a millimetre (.001mm), the latter
being interpolated from hundredths
if necessary. Vernier calipers? Not in
the hunt.
Thirdly, with rimmed and semirimmed cases, measurements after
the initial firing call for a micrometer
with a blade-shaped anvil and
spindle (often called an engineer’s
micrometer, even though both types
are used by engineers). Alternatively,
and much less satisfactorily, we must
file away opposite points on the
rims of the test cases in order to get

reliable access to the solid head or
belt.
If we have rimless or belted cases,
we face a similar problem. But only
small amounts of each rim need
to filed off. Of all case types, only
the rebated head does not steer us
towards a blade-type micrometer.
The cause of the access problem is
the expansion ring, which appears
just in front of the solid head after
first firing.
Finally, strain hardening of the brass,
less correctly called work hardening,
occurs with repeated firings and
proceeds at slightly different rates
in individual cases. Result: the
more times each case is fired, the
less reliable the guidelines’ figures
become.
If I have learned anything from 30
years of case head measuring, it
is this: we must be wary of being

too dogmatic about the maximum
allowable expansion. As a result, we
have to exercise some judgement
when interpreting the micrometer’s
message.
Miking the rim diameter removes the
need for a blade-type micrometer
but is less dependable. The cut-off
point is usually .0002” (.005mm). In
practical terms, we can look for ‘any
detectable expansion’ because it is
exceedingly hard to measure .0002”
on a case rim reliably.
Some people urge the measuring
of the expansion ring instead.
Generally speaking, ignore them.
No valid maximum figures can be
proposed. There is a way to use
such measurements for determining
maximum loads in stretchy or weak
actions, but it’s highly questionable
and it simply can’t replace other
pressure indicators.

A common question

RON JAMES
Victorian Shooter contributor

Five different
weight bullets, each
will have a different
speed.

P

erhaps the most
common question
asked by those
new to reloading is, ‘Why
is there a difference
between reloading
manuals when the
same powder/projectile
combination is used?’.
Manual ‘A’ shows a
velocity of, say, 3000FPS
and manual ‘B’ 3120FPS.
The answer is simple for
numerous reasons. While
the components may
appear to be the same,
in reality, they are not.
In addition, the methods

PICTURE: Ron
James

of testing differ between

shape, one is slightly fatter

different companies.

than the other closer to

As an example, two seem-

the nose, hence the actual
bearing surface within the

ingly identical bullets in

bore is different. It changes

no particular calibre both

the pressure generated

weight 100gns. While they

when the rifle is fired. It is

appear to be identical in

also possible that the jack-
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et material of the bullet has
a different metallic structure, again affecting the
pressure generated. Some
companies now indicate to
the reloader which bullet is
used.
CONTINUED PAGE 19
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Another factor when ammunition is
tested is that the manual will rarely
tell the reloader which primer was
used when the ammunition was created. This is also a source of different
pressure, not only between primer
brands, but whether the primer used
was “standard” or “magnum”. Both
types will have a difference between
the priming compounds used by
different manufacturers. Usually
magnum primers are used to ignite
larger charges of powder, perhaps
in all cartridges greater than 30-06.
Magnum primers will increase the
pressure generated by any given
cartridge somewhere in the region of
5 and 7000psi. In turn, it raises the
speed developed by the projectile.
When testing ammunition, only new
brass cases are used. The amount
of ‘grip’ or ductile properties of the
brass that the cartridge case mouth
has on the shank of the bullet is also
a resistance that has to be overcome
when the cartridge is fired. It in turn
increases the pressure and, hence,
the speed. When using new brass
this is a constant factor. In used
brass, the case mouth hardens, the
ductile properties are reduced and
may reach a point where it will barely
hold a bullet or will split and become
useless. This lack of resistance again
affects the speed. Allied with it is
the distance the bullet has to travel
before it actually engages the rifling
in the bore. The further this small distance, the lower the pressure - again
affecting the speed.
Although powder companies attempt
to produce exactly identical lots of
powder, in reality there are minor
differences between each production
run. You will note that lot numbers
differ for the same type of powder on
different powder containers from the
same company. This minor differ-

Finally, each team of testers obviously has their own methods of testing.
I suggest that rarely would they be
exactly the same. When you consider all of the factors involved, it is no
surprise that different manuals will
show different speeds for the same
components. But the question for the
reloader is, ‘How do you overcome
these differences and remain safe?’.
The ADI Manual is a must for Australian
reloaders.

ence will have a small affect on the
pressure.
Unlike home reloaders, powder
companies rarely test ammunition
in production factory rifles. Instead,
they use a device named a “Universal Receiver”. It is nothing more than
a solidly mounted bolt-action receiver
that is capable of using several barrels. It removes any human component from the testing. You should
also note that test barrels are usually
only 18 inches in length.
Sophisticated pressure testing
equipment is attached to enable the
testing team to record the results of
each individual firing in terms of the
pressure generated and the velocity
attained. These results are averaged
out and finally printed in the various
manuals - usually only the velocity
is printed. Obviously barrel wear
is constantly monitored to ensure
consistency.
There are two other functions that will
affect both speed and pressure. They
are: the speed at which the tests are
conducted; how often the barrel is
cleaned; the build up of copper from
the bullets’ passage down the bore;
and the combustion residue, which
affects pressure and, hence, speed.
These factors are not known to the
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My answer to that question is to
simply average them out. Let us look
at the popular .308 Winchester cartridge using a 150gn bullet and IMR
4064 powder.
•

Manual A uses a maximum
charge of 45.0gns.

•

Manual B uses a maximum
charge of 48.0gns.

•

Manual C uses a maximum
charge of 44.9gns.

Thus the averaged maximum load is
45.96gns or 46.0 to be realistic. You
should not exceed this figure. I would
reduce this by 10 per cent and gradually work up in half grain increments,
seeking the best accuracy. Constantly watch for pressure signs. Usually
the most accurate load will be below
the maximum.
Shoot safe.

Reloaders
need more
than one
manual both
for data and
explanations.
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PROTECT YOUR VISION
AND HEARING

Ear protection is mandatory for everyone on SSAA Victoria ranges.
Eye protection is recommended for all shooters and mandatory for
juniors (under 18) on all centrefire and rimfire ranges.

For more information contact the Sporting
Shooters Association of Australia Victoria.
Phone: 03 8892 2777
ssaavic.com.au

Former Prime
Minister
John Howard
facing
firearm
owners
at a rally
protesting
the 1996
National
Firearms
Agreement
and
compulsory
acquisition.

Update on National Firearms Agreement
NEIL JENKINS
Combined Firearms Council of Victoria
Secretary

Y

ou will be aware that the
Federal Government
orchestrated a move to
amend the National Firearms
Agreement (NFA). The change
saw lever-action shotguns with a
magazine capacity of up to five
shots reclassified as a category B
firearm, from category A, and those
with more than five shots moved to
category D.

However that’s not where the story
ends. The updated NFA included a
number of other changes we weren’t
told about. In fact, we suspect the
ministers who signed up to it weren’t
aware of the other changes either.
They included changes to wording
that could lead to headaches for
firearm owners when it comes to
storage.
At a high-level meeting with Federal
Justice Minister Michael Keenan,
he confirmed that he also thought
the only change was going to be the
reclassification of lever-action shotguns. Clearly he wasn’t briefed on
the other changes which our federally based bureaucrats were able to
sneak into the new agreement.
Many errors from the original 1996
NFA were also carried across into
the new agreement. The most obvious of which is the exclusion of junior
licences. Only adults over 18 are
eligible for licences according to the

NFA. Fortunately, it was ironed out
in the Victorian Firearms Act 1996.
Another issue is, the events which
qualify for ‘genuine reason’ are not
sufficient – they discriminate against
the disabled and do not allow for
biathlon, the Oceania Games, Asian
Games and so on. These are just
some examples of the lost opportunity to fix some of the errors.

What is the CFCV doing
about it?
As you may be aware, SSAA Victoria
is a member of the CFCV, which is
the political umbrella for Victoria’s
major shooting organisations.
SSAA Victoria has contributed to
the engagement of CPI Strategic – a
consultancy firm with a long and positive track record for lobbying for the
shooting sports. The firm has been
charged with developing a strategy
to deal with the issues we’ve been
lumbered with.
While it is possible this might extend
into some of the problems out of the
1996 agreement, the priority is to
make sure our bureaucrats do not
get away with implementing their own
decisions. It’s bad enough to have
politicians who make bad decisions
without having their public servants
feel they can have part of the action
as well.
The timing of this work is that it may
not be complete by the time this
article is published, so I can’t say
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too much more about it at this stage.
However, I’m hopeful that the outcome of this work will help unwind
some of the changes which have
been made.

We couldn’t do
this without your
organisation
Shooting organisations often get
accused of not doing enough on
the political front. The reality is that
several of them were set up to run
ranges, administer memberships and
support sub-clubs, not run political
campaigns. They also deal with
governments on a range of positive
programs for the shooting sports, so
it would not be wise for them to then
‘bite the hand that feeds them’.
That’s why the CFCV was formed – in
fact, it was formed by your former
President, Sebastian Ziccone, in
2002 after the handgun restrictions
following the Monash University
shooting.
SSAA Victoria is to be congratulated
for working with other organisations
to enable this work to be undertaken. It’s important work because it
affects the future of the shooting
sports and will hopefully show what
can be done when we continue to
work alongside each other.
If you’re interested in keeping tabs
on this, follow us on Facebook or
Twitter?
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Parks Victoria’s Senior Analyst Environment and Conservation, Ben Fahey, concluding his talk on the organisation’s responsibilities and pest control
measures. BELOW: SSAA Victoria Chief Executive Officer Jack Wegman, Third Military District Pistol Club delegate Anthony Jackson and Board
member David Schereck.
PICTURES: Caitlin Pearson

City and country come together
for annual State Conference

T

en different regional
branches and sub-clubs
were represented at SSAA
Victoria’s ‘We are shooters’
Conference 2017 on Sunday,
March 5. The annual State
Conference is a platform for
branches, sub-clubs, the State
Office and Board to get together,
share ideas, plan for the future and
discuss important issues.

Delegates from regional branches, including Wodonga, Nhill, East
Gippsland and Shepparton; metropolitan sub-clubs such as Big Game
Rifle Club, Deerstalkers Club, Third
Military District Pistol Club, Victorian
Muzzle Loaders Club and the Military
Rifle Club; along with the regional
Wodonga Handgun Club, attended
the event on behalf of their members.
Held at a new venue – Hotel Bruce
County – the delegates heard from
invited guest speaker Parks Victoria’s
Ben Fahey, the Association’s Hunting
Development Manager, David Laird,
the Conservation and Pest Manage-

ment (CPM) Manager Rhys Coote,
the Marketing and Communications
Manager Caitlin Pearson and Shooters, Fishers and Farmers Party MPs
Jeff Bourman and Daniel Young.
Presenting the Faces of SSAA Victoria campaign to the delegates was
a major initiative of the conference.
Many members will have already
seen these stories about members
in previous editions of the Victorian
Shooter. This initiative came out of
the 2016 State Conference. Caitlin’s
presentation involved explaining the
marketing campaign and inviting
the delegates to provide ideas on
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where else to take the campaign.
Many great ideas were shared with
the group, which will be considered
moving forward.
Ben provided information about the
land that Parks Victoria managed,
the animals that the organisation
controlled and the tactics employed
to control those animals. He provided
valuable insight into the history of
some pest and invasive species in
Victoria and what the future of pest
control may look like. Ben will author
an article surrounding those issues in
the June Victorian Shooter.
CONTINUED PAGE 23

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22

David, who joined the organisation
in February, provided the group
some understanding of what his role
entailed, some of the key issues he
would be focusing on and what he
planned to achieve in the next 12
months.
Sharing information about the review
and revamp of the CPM program
was Rhys. The changes involved
the introduction of the new accreditation course, the re-validation of
CPM volunteers and changes to the
administration of the program. All
CPM-accredited members should by
now have received the CPM newsletter from the State Office about
re-validation. If anyone has not
received this, please contact Rhys
on 03 8892 2777.
A considerable amount of time was
dedicated to political discussions
during the conference. The delegates
workshopped political issues faced by
firearm owners and how the Association should approach these issues.
Some of the major issues discussed
were the sunset of the Firearms
Regulations 2008, the 2017 National
Firearms Agreement and the 2018
Victorian Election. The delegates
determined that motivating members
to act – whether it be writing letters
or meeting politicians – was a major

Some of
the State
Conference
delegates, Board
members and
staff catching
up during the
morning tea
break. LEFT:
SSAA Victoria
Board member
Colin Wood with
Big Game Rifle
Club delegate
Neil Hibble.

issue for the Association. The group
encouraged SSAA Victoria to call for
members to act more frequently and
to support them in doing so.
Following a heated political discussion, the MPs were invited to participate in chat roulette. In that phase of
the event, Daniel or Jeff was given
a topic and then asked to speak on
it for two minutes. The MPs spoke
about duck season, transport of firearms, the Inquiry into the Control of

Invasive Species on Crown Land and
access to portfolio ministers.
Overall the event provided a great
opportunity for the Board, State
Office staff and delegates to communicate face-to-face, which can be
difficult given some of the distances
between branches. Anyone seeking
further information about the ‘We are
shooters’ Conference is invited to
contact the State Office on
03 8892 2777.

SSAA Victoria Board member
Andrew Hepner with SSAA
Wodonga Branch delegate Josh
Knight. INSET: Scones were
served for morning tea with jam
and cream.
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FACES OF SSAA VICTORIA

Didier Sambat
Didier Sambat (left), pictured with fellow Face of SSAA Victoria Chris Toulson, said hunting was a rich-man’s sport in his birth country, Mauritius.
INSET: Didier enjoys going deer hunting in Australia, where the climate is much less humid than Mauritius.
PICTURES: Tatjana Plitt

Conservationist settles in Aus

D

CAITLIN PEARSON
Victorian Shooter Editor

idier Sambat hails from the
island nation of Mauritius.
Known for its stunning

beaches, lagoons and reefs, the

duced to conservation,” he said. “My
dad was a member of the World Wide
Fund (WWF). He was an international
hiker so we walked around a lot of
Mauritius and other countries. We saw
caves, volcanos, mountains, even
under the sea and that’s why I was
called to conservation. I learnt when
I was quite young why sometimes
you have to kill animals to protect the
environment or another species.”

about conservation.

Mauritius – which is about 2000km
from the south-east coast of Africa
– is known worldwide for its rainforests, beaches, waterfalls, hiking trails
and wildlife. It’s no wonder tourism is
one of the country’s major economic
drivers.

“At about 14 years old I was intro-

Unlike in Australia where hunting is

paradise island spans just 45km
in width and 65km in height. Didier
spent the first three decades of his
life being educated in his home
country, working hard and learning
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available to all people, regardless of
socio-economic status, in Mauritius,
hunting is reserved for the privileged.
“Very few people have access to
firearms and can go hunting in Mauritius,” Didier said. “The government
doesn’t want people to have firearms
because there is a fear that these
people are armed and will do something silly against the government.”
Didier did go hunting in his birth
country, and he loved it. Deer hunting is available in Mauritius, though
heavily regulated. Fortunately for
Didier, he knew people with permits
and went hunting for Javan Rusa
deer twice with friends. “That’s where
I got the passion for hunting,” he said.
CONTINUED PAGE 25
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But, growing up in such a small country, Didier eventually got itchy feet
and looked for opportunities abroad.
He earmarked three potential new
homes – Canada, Sweden and
Australia. “I applied for visas in each
country,” he said, “and Australia was
the first to accept me. In just eight
months I had my visa.”
Moving to Australia 13 years ago
was a huge change for Didier. While
he was always bilingual, Australian
English was difficult to understand
at first. In fact, he still struggles with
some of the sayings. There was also
a cultural shift to adjust to. “This is
not a society where you repair things,
you replace them,” he said. “That
was a shock for me.” Fortunately,
Didier had an aunty and uncle in the
country who helped him settle in to
his new home.
About a year ago Didier discovered
one of his work mates was an avid
hunter. The pair visited Springvale
Range, then Eagle Park Range
together, before heading out on a
couple of hunting trips. “Going out
hunting by yourself in a country you
don’t know is a big no-no,” he said.
“My friend showed me around and
we did some deer stalking and hunted other animals.”
Getting involved in hunting in Australia is far easier than it is in Mauritius.
Didier said the firearms were more
accessible to fit and proper people in
Australia and the range of firearms
and accessories available was larger.
“You can personalise your firearm
here,” he said. “In Mauritius you are
not allowed to have long-range rifles
– only 200m or 300m. You’re also not
allowed to have anything above a .40
calibre.”
The environmental conditions in
Australia are also more conducive

Didier has been a conservationist his whole life, since hiking as a boy with his father.
PICTURE: Caitlin Pearson

to hunting, when compared with the
tropical climate of Mauritius. “The
humidity – over there you sweat like
a pig,” he said. “There is no humidity
here so it’s heaps easier to move
around.” Pest animals like foxes, wild
dogs and rabbits rarely cause issues
for farmers in Mauritius, so there
are fewer opportunities for people to
assist farmers.
The conservation side of hunting in
Australia is a major drawcard for Didier. “I am really happy that I can contin-
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ue my conservation efforts in Australia as well,” he said. “What upsets me
is the amount of native wildlife being
killed by these invasive species. If I
see a wild dog, I do my job.”
Along with the conservation benefits, hunting has taught Didier
important survival and navigation
skills. Through experience he has
learnt how best to pack for a trek,
how to handle basic injuries and
how to reduce risks during outdoor
adventures.
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Wodonga’s national standard turning target system

T

he Wodonga Handgun Club
has undergone a massive
transformation thanks to
grant funding from round two of the
Shooting Sports Facilities Program.

The club installed a $20,000 turning
target system earlier this year, which
was in the final stages of a range
safety check at the time of printing.
Club Secretary Ruth Nicholls said the
installation was about 17 years in the
making.
“It’s been on the table since at least
2000,” she said. “Originally we got
the parts to an old system from the
Army when they did a major upgrade.
But we never got any further than
collecting the pieces because back
then no one knew the engineering
behind it.”
The club made contact with Scott
Vickley from Newcastle’s Top Gear
Engineering, who had the skills to
install the system they wanted. The
range is set to national standards so
the club can now host Service Pistol
Match Nationals in the future.

Wodonga Handgun Club has been undertaking works using funding from a Shooting Sports
Facilities Program grant. BELOW: The new turning target range is set to national standards so
the club can host Service Pistol Match Nationals.

“We can also incorporate any of the
other ISSF matches – centrefire, 25m
women’s pistol and standard,” she
said.
With desires to host Action Match
competitions at the range, the club
is looking ahead towards further
developments.
The club aspires to host Action
Match competition, which consists
of four components – turning target,
moving target, practical and falling
plate. Ruth said the club was working
with the Wodonga Branch to try and
establish a moving target range next.

Game reserves in state of decline, MP Daniel Young says
Parks Victoria has failed in its role
as caretaker of 199 State Game
Reserves, according to a regional
Victorian MP.
Shooters, Fishers and Farmers Party
MP Daniel Young said a recent land
management audit conducted by the
Game Management Authority found
that Parks Victoria may be in violation
of the Wildlife Act 1975 for failure to
prepare a management plan for the
majority of the State Game Reserves.
Additionally, Parks Victoria has
provided no infrastructure for 90 per
cent of the reserves.
“State Game Reserves make up

roughly 2 per cent of the four million
hectares of public land Parks Victoria
is tasked to manage,” Mr Young said.
“This report reveals that our reserves
have been ignored by Parks Victoria.
“The question now is: Is this a deliberate decision by Parks Victoria to
funnel its resources to other sites it
manages, or is it a lack of resources
allocated to Parks Victoria by successive State Governments?
“Anecdotal evidence indicates it is
the latter, which means the State
Government has set Parks Victoria
up to fail in its ability to adequately
manage and protect our State’s natural and recreational areas. These
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areas include our current State and
National Parks.”
Mr Young said he had been impressed with the commitment
newly-appointed Game Management
Authority chairman Brian Hine had
shown to work with stakeholders to
bring about better outcomes for the
State Game Reserves.
Mr Young said he looked forward to
supporting Mr Hine in establishing a
framework for improvements.
Victoria’s first State Game Reserves
were purchased nearly 60 years ago
by revenue generated through the
introduction the Game Licence.

AROUND THE TRAPS
Brendan
Laird,
15, at
Gippsland
Lakes
on duck
season
opening
weekend,
holding
his dinner.
RIGHT: A
group of
members
at Reedy
Swamp
filled their
bags on
opening
morning.

SSAA Victoria Administrator Lee-Anne Romans, Book-keeper Natasha
Ferreira and Shepparton Branch delegate Marion Barnes at the State
Conference.

Kasch n Co Pack Saddling does 12 trips to the
Wonnangatta Valley each year during winter, so only
48 hunters will have the opportunity to book in this
year.

At the State Conference was SSAA Victoria Hunting Development
Manager David Laird with Board members Luke Silverback and Lance
Eastwood.

Parks Victoria’s Ben Fahey with SSAA Victoria Board member Phil Brown, having a chat
during the morning tea break of the State Conference.
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AROUND THE TRAPS
Got some pictures to share?
If you have taken some recent pictures of yourself or
friends at the ranges, an event or out on a hunt, send
them to the editor for inclusion in our new ‘Around the
Traps’ section. Email
caitlin.pearson@ssaavic.com.au or drop
them into the State Office.

Parks Victoria staff at the Memorandum of Understanding and Funding
Agreement with SSAA Victoria. BELOW: Shepparton News print
publication visited the local branch for a photoshoot promoting the Girls
with Guns day on Saturday, April 1. Pictured is organiser Marion Barnes.

At the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding and Funding
Agreement with Parks Victoria recently was SSAA Victoria President
Denis Moroney and Parks Victoria’s Margaret Gillespie, Acting Chief
Executive Officer at the time.

The road to the 300m mark is taking shape at the Wodonga Branch.
Congratulations to Peter Hall on receiving his 75-target medal from
Kyabram Field and Game Australia. Congratulations also to Doug Rogers
and Stan Kemp for their awards.

The benches were full for four hours straight at the SSAA Wodonga
Branch on a recent March weekend.

Progression of the wall between the multi-purpose range and the 300m
range at the Wodonga Branch.
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BRANCHES AND SUB-CLUBS NEWS
DEER STALKERS
CLUB

ARMS & MILITARIA
COLLECTORS CLUB
The AMCC is a club that caters for people
who have an interest in older-type firearms and all associated memorabilia.
We have a group made up of very
keen members who have an extensive
knowledge of most firearms, books and
cartridges. If you have the same hobbies
then you must belong to a nominated
collectors club to obtain a collector’s
licence.
We are based at SSAA Springvale Range
and meet on the first Thursday of each
month at 8pm.

third Wednesday of each month and
welcomes new hunters and guests. It is
our suggestion to come along for a few
meetings and see if you like the feel of
the club before you join.
The club arranges talks on hunting and
gear selection at its meets, and each
year there is free hunter training for
members.
For more information email president@
deerstalker.net or call 0400 119 852.

EAGLE PARK
RANGE

For further details, contact the State Office between 9am and 5pm on 03 8892
2777 or email Robert Lemm at amccvic@
optusnet.com.au

BENDIGO
BRANCH
Location: Marong Rifle Range (20 minutes west of Bendigo)
General shooting: First and third
Sunday of each month from noon. $6 for
members. Undercover benches, target
frames supplied. 25m, 50m, 100m, 200m.
Safety and Family Firearms Education (SAFFE) Program: Second Sunday
of each month from 10am to noon. $8
(ammunition cost). Basic training for beginners of all ages. Club rifles supplied.
Competitions: Rimfire, centrefire,
handgun and shotgun. See the quarterly
competition calendar at ssaabendigo.
com, or contact Vic on 0438 353 425 for
a copy.
Contact: Branch President Vic Alexander, 0438 353 425
Website: ssaabendigo.com.au
Email: ssaabendigo@hotmail.com
Post: PO Box 1098			
Bendigo, VIC 3552
The Deerstalkers Club meets on the

The Eagle Park Range caters for all
disciplines, pistol, shotgun and rifle. The
main range caters for all rifles, from air
rifles to the largest calibres. The range is
approved to 500m, for all rifle calibres.
Opening hours:
Friday 9am – 5pm
Saturday 9am – 5pm
Sunday 9am – 5pm
Monday 9am – 5pm
Phone: 03 5283 1575
The range is home to the following
clubs:
•

3rd Military District Shooting Sports
Club

•

Big Game Rifle Club

•

Little River Raiders Single Action

•

Little River Sporting Clays

•

Melbourne Benchrest Club

•

Military Pistol Club/Military Rifle Club

•

Practical Pistol League of Australia

•

Victorian Muzzle Loaders Club

•

Metallic Rifle Silhouette

•

Arms and Militaria Collectors Club

•

Metallic Rifle Silhouette Club

•

Youth Training Scheme

Website: ssaavic.com.au/clubs
Schedule of events
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Benchrest Practice First Saturday
each month
Military Rifle

First Sunday each
month

Little River Sporting Clays Shoot
- Practice

Second Sunday
each month

Little River Sporting Clay Shoot

Second Sunday
each month

Big Game Rifle
Club/Military Rifle

Second Sunday
each month

Muzzle Loaders

Third Saturday
each month

Benchrest
Competition

Third Sunday each
month

Little River Raiders Single Action

Third Sunday each
month

Pistol Silhouette

Fourth Sunday
each month

Little River Sporting Clay Shoot

Fourth Sunday
each month

Little River Sporting Clays Shoot
- Competition

Fourth Sunday
each month

Rifle Competition*

Fourth Sunday
each month

*Rifle competitions include Field Rifle,
Metallic Silhouette, 3-positional and
novelty shoots.
Eagle Park Youth Training Scheme
The training scheme teaches juniors
firearm safety and correct shooting techniques. The Eagle Park Youth Training
Scheme meets on the third Sunday of
the month.

FIELD HUNTERS
CLUB
To help foster and develop hunter ethics,
hunter training and opportunity.
To foster the sustainable use of game.
To improve hunting for the future.
The club was set up in the late 1980s
by some enthusiastic SSAA members, to
foster camaraderie among their fellow
hunters. The club offers a relaxed,
friendly and casual environment, with
over 250 active members. Come along to
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one of our general meetings to see what
we offer and enjoy a drink at the bar or a
meal at Bruno’s Café.

you could soon find that you have too
much hunting available and not enough
time to fit it all in.

General meetings are held on the first
Wednesday of every month except
January at the Springvale SSAA Range,
714-716 Princes Highway from 7.30 pm.

In the past few months the club has delivered the following events to members:

We strive to provide members with both
hunting opportunities and training. There
are plenty of opportunities for members
to get out and hunt. As a bonus, you
meet like-minded hunters and often form
lifelong friendships.
If you are looking for an active hunting
club then look no further.
Member benefits include:
• Access to the FREE extensive hunting
DVD library.
• The monthly newsletter.
• Guest speakers from a wide range
of organisations, governing bodies or
training providers, keeping members
informed about what’s happening in the
hunting space.
• FREE NSW R-Licence testing, normally
$20.
• Organised hunting trips, including:
Duck opening weekend shoot, duck
shooting as pest control on rice crops
during November and December, NSW
R-licence hunts, weekly organised fox
drives during the cold months.
• On top of this, members have direct access to the club’s own Feral Animal Control Program, which has access to a major
area of prime hunting throughout Victoria,
all within two hours of Springvale.

•

Feral Animal Control Program hunts.

•

Mid-Year major raffle with a first prize
of $1500 for any hunting-related
equipment.

•

Aussie Disposals discount night.

•

Weekly fox drives, held in South
Gippsland.

•

4WD training course

•

Field to Fork game meat tasting
night.

•

NSW R-licence pig and goat hunts.

•

Butchering and techniques.

•

Pistol shooting.

So what are you waiting for, expand
your hunting horizon and come see for
yourself.
Check us out at www.fieldhuntersclub.
org.au, where you can sign up and pay
for your membership online.

LITTLE RIVER
RAIDERS
Little River Raiders is a Single Action
shooting club based at the SSAA Eagle
Park Range, at Little River.
Single Action shooting is a living history
sport which uses the firearms of the
American ‘Old West’.

If you’re thinking of getting into or back
into hunting and want to get onto a variety of different properties on a monthly
or fortnightly basis then we are the club
for you and your friends.

Participants are required to adopt a
persona typical of the era and to dress
accordingly, so a darned good sense of
humour comes in handy for those who
want to join in.

Our own Feral Animal Control Program
hunts provide a platform that offers guidance and training to enhance member
skills and safety in the field. Since we
introduced this platform members have
taken in excess of 1000 rabbits and 77
foxes.

Club competitions are held on the third
Sunday of every month. We shoot coach
guns (side-by-side shotguns), pistols,
lever- and pump-action rifles.

On top of all of this the club has a closed
Facebook group, just for members. This
is a great way for members to chat and
organise hunts among themselves, so

Black powder – cartridge and percussion
pistol – is also a recognised category of
Single Action. Our black powder shooters add to the atmosphere with lots of
smoke and noise to entertain all.
Shooter categories are established to
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cater for all age groups, both sexes, and
different skill mixes.
We also have long-range rifle competitions where speed is not as important as
accuracy.
These events use single shot, lever- and
pump-action rifles ranging from .22 to
big bore buffalo rifles.
All matches are run under the rules of
the Single Action Shooting Society.
Our shooting stages (scenarios) are
based on the ‘Old West’ – incidents out
of history, our translation of classic Western movies or the old TV series.
Visitors are welcome to come along to
any of our competitions and, if they like,
they may try their hand at Single Action
shooting under instruction.
The only thing you need is a desire to
enjoy yourself and have fun with people
dressed in cowboy gear, using period
firearms or faithful replicas.
For further information please look us
up at www.littleriverraiders.com.au or
contact the Secretary Flossy Devine on
0468 328 602.

LITTLE RIVER
SPORTING CLAYS
Little River Sporting Clays is a sub-club
of SSAA based at Eagle Park, Gifkins Rd,
Little River.
We aim to provide a wide variety of clay
targets using our amazing terrain to provide shooters with a great experience.
All levels of shooters are welcome, with
many seasoned hands available to provide direction and advice.
We encourage our shooters to join our
club and become involved in setting up
the grounds.
Please give us a call or send an email.
Our competition days are the fourth
Sunday of each month, with nominations opening at 9.30am and closing at
10.30am.

BRANCHES AND SUB-CLUBS NEWS
JAN

8th

NO SHOOT

22nd

100 Target SCA State Selection Shoot-Sporting

FEB

12th

19

Rimfire
Field Rifle

APR

13-17

NO SHOOT due to 3P &
Field Rifle SSAA Nationals
(Eagle Park, VIC) (Easter)

75 Target 5 Stand and SSAA
State Qualifer (OPEN TO
ALL )

MAR

MAR

26th

100 Target Shoot- Sporting

12th

100 Target SCA State Com-

MAY

JUNE

21

18

pact Titles
APR

26th

100 Target Shoot- Sporting

9th

100 Target 5 stand SSAA

MAY

75 Target Shoot - Sporting

14th

100 Target - Doubles

28th

100 Target SCA State Se-

JULY

AUG
SEP
OCT

NOV

Centrefire & Rimfire
Metallic Silhouette SSAA
VIC State Champs

SEP/
OCT

28-3

Rifle Metallic Silhouette
Nationals (Blue Hills,
TAS)

OCT

5-8

Air Rifle Silhouette 80
targets

Cowboy Lever Action
Silhouette Nationals
(Westbury, TAS)

OCT

22

Centrefire & Rimfire*
Field Rifle SSAA VIC
State Champs

NOV

26

Centrefire

Rimfire Sil-

Silhouette

houette 60 or

NO SHOOT due to Junior
Silhouette State Champs
(Eagle Park, VIC)

Air Rifle
10m Precision *

AUG

20

Air Rifle Silhouette 80
targets

Rimfire
Field Rifle

SEP

17

Air Rifle Silhouette SSAA
VIC State Champs 80
targets

OCT

15

Air Rifle
10m
Precision

NOV

19

Air Rifle Silhouette 80
targets

DEC

17

Rimfire
Field Rifle

11th

NO SHOOT

25th

75 Target Shoot - Sporting

9th

75 Target Compact

23rd

75 Target Shoot - Sporting

13th

NO SHOOT

27th

75 Target Shoot - Sporting

10th

75 Target Shoot - Sporting

24th

75 Target Shoot - Sporting

8th

NO SHOOT

22nd

100 Target SCA State Selec-

MONTH DATE

9am

tion Shoot-Sporting

JAN

20-22

NO SHOOT due to Early
Australia Day Silhouette
Shoot (A.C.T.)

FEB

26

Centrefire 3P
SSAA
State
Champs

Rimfire 3P
SSAA State
Champs

MAR

26

Centrefire Field
Rifle

Rimfire Field
Rifle

12th

Vince Panetta 100 Target

26th

100 Target Shoot- Sporting

17th

80 Target Xmas shoot
-Sporting

All shoots at LRSC are open to all
shooters.
Contact: Eddie Magee, 0412 279 828,
e.jmagee@bigpond.net.au or Vicky Win-

MELBOURNE SPORTING
RIFLE CLUB

APR

13-17

DATE

9.30am

JAN

15

No shoot

FEB

19

Air Rifle 3P

12pm

3P & Field Rifle SSAA
Nationals (Eagle Park,
VIC) (Easter)

23

NO SHOOT

MAY

28

Centrefire
Silhouette

Rimfire
Silhouette
60 or 80
Targets
Rimfire 3P

80 Targets

*Eligible for entry into National Pistol Competition.

For more information contact: Bill O’Connor 0408 323 060

MILITARY RIFLE
CLUB
We are dedicated to the safe, competitive use of military firearms. Friendly and
welcoming atmosphere. Competitions
are held at the SSAA Little River Range
on the first and second Sundays of the
month.
The first Sunday (9am start) of the
month events include the main event,
a 3-positional competition over 100m,
200m and 300m, plus the specialty
event, which includes rapid-fire and is
different each month.
A long-range event at 500m is held three
times a year.
The second Sunday (11am start) main
event is the 3P Trainer Competition on
a mini 3P target over 50m, 75m and
100m, using military trainer rifles (.22
and 310 calibers)
The MRC State Titles are held in April
at the Dookie Agricultural College. Club
rifles are available.

JUNE

25

Centrefire 3P

JULY

23

Keith Barnett Memorial
Rimfire Silhouette 80
targets

Other special away events are held in
partnership with several VRA clubs and
other Military Rifle Clubs.

AUG

27

Centrefire Field
Rifle

The club’s General Meeting for all
members is held at the SSAA Springvale
Range on the fourth Thursday of the

12.30pm
Rimfire 3P
or NRA 3P

Xmas Cheer

APR

ship, vickywinship@bigpond.com
2017 competition calendar
SPRINGVALE

Rimfire
Field Rifle *

EAGLE PARK

Sporting (OPEN TO ALL )
DEC

24

16

lection Shoot-Sporting
JUN

SEP

JULY

State Tiltes (OPEN TO ALL)
23rd

Rimfire
Field Rifle

SSAAVIC.COM.AU

Rimfire Field
Rifle*
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month at 8pm.
New members, juniors and visitors
are always welcome. Come along and
support your club. Annual membership is
$35 for adults and $12.50 for juniors (12
to 17 years inclusive)
Website: www.vicmrc.com
Email: milrifle@yahoo.com.au
Phone: Ian Garth, 0408 568 083

PRACTICAL PISTOL
LEAGUE OF AUSTRALIA
Practical Pistol League of Australia (PPLA)
was formed in about 1976/77 as a result
of the surge in interest in IPSC. The PPLA
was the second IPSC club formed in
Australia and the first in Victoria. The aim
was, and still is, to expand the interest
in the shooting discipline of the International Practical Shooting Confederation
or IPSC.
This action pistol sport epitomizes the
safe use of pistols in the sporting arena.
IPSC, as the name indicates, is an international sport followed by thousands of
competitors in just about every nation
on the planet. IPSC only uses full power
handguns of .38 or 9mm calibre, including all of their variants.
The PPLA runs monthly competitions on
the third Sunday of each month at Eagle
Park and has built an enviable array of
pistol ranges to ensure that IPSC shooting is shown at its best in Australia. In
fact the range complex area built by the
PPLA for IPSC are among only a few in
Australia that can truly host and international level IPSC competition. PPLA has
produced some of the finest IPSC competitors and international Range Officers
within the world of IPSC.
PPLA has its own website and produces
newsletters at various times throughout
the year to keep members informed and
plays a large part in the running of IPSC
at a state, national and international level
with various members holding positions
at these levels. PPLA also has government-accredited testers to examine
new members to ensure that they are

properly trained in the safe use and care
of firearms.
The club’s annual fees are varied and
huge discounts are offered to families
who wish to join. As we are an IPSC-only
club, each member is required to join
IPSC. Prospective members should make
themselves known to a committee member at any of our training/practice days,
which are held every Sunday. The club is
a sub-club of the SSAA and membership
of that organisation is mandatory.
Our ranges are situated at the SSAA Eagle Park Range facility in Little River, an
easy 40 minutes from Melbourne.
PPLA can be contacted either at our
website, www.ppla.org.au or directly to
Bill Campbell on 0412 855 266.
Feel free to visit our range to discuss
your interest on the first Sunday of each
month from around 9.30am.

SHOTGUN
SHOOTING
On April 9, the Victorian State Five-stand
Titles will be held at Eagle Park Range.
The National Five-Stand Championship
will be held at the Shepparton Branch
from July 28 to 30.

Competitions and practices are held on
Monday, Tuesday and Thursday nights
from 6pm-8pm, Saturdays from 10am and
Sundays from noon.
A variety of competitions are shot, including ISSF style sport pistol, centrefire
and classic pistol at 25m, 25m and 50m,
service match, IPSC and metallic silhouette (at Eagle Park range). Our website
contains a full calendar of competitions
and range times.
Introduction to Handguns course
New members are welcome. We run
regular Introduction to Handguns courses which will teach you the basics of
handgun safety and shooting fundamentals as well as provide an introduction
to joining the club. The course consists
of 30 minutes of theory followed by 60
minutes on the range firing a variety of
club handguns. The course costs $65 and
includes range entry and ammunition.
Bookings for the course are taken online
at our website or at the front desk at
Springvale Range. Completing the introduction course is the first step in joining
our club.
Club fees consist of a $250 joining fee
and thereafter a $100 membership fee
due at the end of April of each year.
Range entry fees are separate and paid
directly to the SSAA, however yearly
range entry passes are available from
our club.

Nominations will kick off at 9am with the
shooting getting under way at 9.30am.
The club’s canteen is fully catered.

For more information please see our
website at:

For more information about the Eagle
Park events, contact Eddie Magee on 0412
279 828 or e.jmagee@bigpond.net.au

Contact: info@sspc.org.au

Website: www.sspc.org.au

SPRINGVALE
PISTOL CLUB

For information about the Shepparton
events, contact Tony Connell on 0419
331 374.

SPORTING SHOOTERS
PISTOL CLUB
The SSPC is a friendly and social handgun shooting club with over 400 members. It runs primarily from the SSAA
Springvale Range.
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The Springvale Pistol Club (SPC) was
formed on June 17, 2004 to provide:
•

•
•

Affiliation with the peak bodies
in Victoria and Australia for national and international handgun
competitions.
Instruction, coaching and training for
competition-oriented shooters
A home base at the SSAA Springvale
Range Complex.
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The SPC has approximately 40 members,
many of whom actively train for and
shoot competitions at local, state and
interstate events. Shooting is a sport
that does not present a barrier to anyone
who wishes to get involved - neither age,
physical ability nor gender are barriers to
enjoying the sport of pistol shooting.
It does require a high degree of self-discipline, attention to detail and willingness
to learn if you are to progress to high
levels of performance, but it is also a
great pastime for those who have less
time to practice.
The SSAA Springvale Range Complex has
many facilities for the use of members.
Those who wish to learn the disciplines
of target shooting and how to shoot
them well are welcome to join our growing membership. SPC shoots on Wednesday nights.
Email: secretary@springvalepc.org
Website: www.springvalepc.org

SSAA SPRINGVALE
RANGE
The Springvale Shooting Range is open
every day of the week. The facility, which
includes a licensed bar, lounge, and
restaurant, allows patrons to shoot: .22
rifles only at 50m (no magnums); and
has 25-50m pistol ranges and a 10m air
rifle range.
The range hosts a number of competitions throughout the week, as well as catering for corporate and group shooting
activities, such as Scout groups, birthday
parties and community activities.
The 50m, .22 main range is available
to the public and members. Unlicensed
shooters are welcome to come down and
use the facility under the guidance of
experienced range officers/instructors.
Loan firearms are available at the range.
Trading hours:
Monday to Friday: 5pm to 9pm
Saturday: 10am to 6pm
Sunday: 10am to 5pm
Phone: 9547 0007 during trading hours

Contact: Assistant Range Manager Raymond Tan, springvale@ssaavic.com.au

SSAA WOMEN’S
GROUP
For women who love to combine shooting and socialising!
We meet on the second and fourth
Thursday of each month at SSAA Victoria
Springvale Range at 7pm sharp.
Multi disciplines: Practise and competition, 3P, field rifle, practical rifle, sports
rifle, air rifle, stuff we make up as we go.
Shooter of the Month Awards, Shooter of
the Year Award.
Annual membership fee: $20
Annual target levy: $50
Need more information?
Secretary: Jenny, dejen@jeheda.com
Club PR Officer: Zdenka, 0418 562 257
Club Coach: Bill O’Connor, 0408 323 060

VICTORIAN MUZZLE
LOADING CLUB

various championships, such as Breech
Loading Rifle, Military Muzzle Loading Rifle, Traditional Muzzle Loading Rifle, Long
Range Muzzle Loading Rifle, Flintlock
Muzzle Loading Rifle, Muzzle Loading
Shotgun, and Handgun.
For November many members camp at
Eagle Park for the two-day State Championships where lots of black powder and
lead is expended during the day, and at
night everyone relaxes at the free barbecue exchanging black powder stories
and having a good time. December is set
aside for some traditional competitions,
such as cannon and novelty events.
VMLC membership also includes an entertaining and informed newsletter, The
Ramrod, which is sent to members every
month. The Ramrod includes shooters’
scores, VMLC record scores, coming
events and additional articles of interest
to the black powder enthusiast.
For more information contact VMLC
President Jim Morraitis on 03 9401 1955
during business hours, visit www.vmlc.
com.au or Facebook at www.facebook.
com/VictorianMuzzleLoadingClub or Twitter search for vmlc3 or Pinterest search
for Victorian Muzzle Loading Club.

Rekindle the spirit of black powder firearm sports shooting with the VMLC.
Relive the excitement of the bygone days
by shooting black powder firearms - a
truly engrossing and satisfying sport.
Everyone is welcomed to attend the
VMLC monthly competitions at SSAA
Victoria’s Eagle Park Shooting Complex
on the third Saturday of every month.
Even if you don’t own any muzzle loading
or black powder firearms, knowledgeable
and generous VMLC members are always
eager to give you a few shots!
Competitions are organised for all black
powder original and reproduction firearms including cap and ball, cartridge
and single-shot handguns, muzzle loading long-arms including flint, percussion,
patched ball, Minie-ball, slug projectile,
smooth bore musket cartridge rifle, and
muzzle loading and cartridge shotguns.
From January to October competitions
are held. Prize-winners are presented
with cards as well as trophies for the

SSAAVIC.COM.AU

WODONGA
BRANCH
Day range pass:
SSAA members
Adult

$10

Pensioner

$5

Junior

Free

Non members
Adult

$20

Pensioner

$15

Junior

Free

Other fees:
Target Frame Hire

$5

Targets

$1 each

Competition Fee

$5
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Target Frame Hire

$5

Range passes
(SSAA members
only)
Annual range
passes

$65
Jul 1 to Jun 30

Annual range
$35
passes (pensioner)
Six month range
passes

$35
Jan 1 to Jun 30

Wodonga range matters
Upon arriving at the range, leave your
firearms securely locked in your vehicle
and report to a Range Officer (RO) who
will be wearing a high-visibility vest.
The RO will guide you to sign the range
attendance sheet and take your range
fees.
The RO will instruct you on when you
may bring firearms from a vehicle to
the firing line and when you may take
firearms from the firing line back to a
vehicle.
The use of correct eye and hearing
protection is compulsory for all people
on the firing line. Sunglasses are not
acceptable.

First Saturday
•
1pm -3pm Training programs and
group bookings
Second Sunday
•
11am Hunter Class Rimfire Benchrest
.22 LR
•
Noon .22 r imfire 100m Fly
Shoot
•
1pm .22 LR rimfire Metallic
Silhouette
Third Saturday
•
1.30pm Handgun Club Metallic
Silhouette
Third Sunday
•
10.45am Lever-Action 25 rounds any
L/A rifle, inc scopes
Fourth Saturday
•
10.15am-noon Handgun Club Metallic Silhouette
Fourth Sunday
•
10.45am 300m Fly Shoot any firearm
•
12.30pm 200m fox shoot
Fifth Sunday
•
10am - 4pm general shooting
Wednesday 10am-noon

Standing calendar – rifle range(s)

Zeroing of hunting rifles and general shooting practice is welcome on all
scheduled competition days.

First Sunday – NO SHOOTING ON
SSAA RIFLE RANGE(S)

Contact: President Josh Knight, jaek1@
me.com or 0488 970 293. Secretary Faith

Porter, secretary@ssaawodonga.org.au,
PO Box 501, Wodonga, VIC 3689.

WODONGA
HANDGUN CLUB
Standing calendar – Handgun club
First Saturday
•
10.30am Bullseye (900 match)
•
12.30pm Service Pistol
•
1pm Action Match (Practical)
First Sunday		
•
11.30am to 1pm Blackpowder, air
pistol, 25m
Second Saturday
•
10am Introduction course (must
book)
•
1pm Centrefire/25m
•
1pm Action Match (falling plates)
Second Sunday
•
9.30am IPSC (level one)
Third Saturday
•
10.15am Centrefire/25m
•
1.30pm Metallic Silhouettes (300m
range)
•
1pm Action Match (barricades)
Fourth Saturday
•
10.15am to noon Metallic Silhouettes
Field and Rimfire (300m range)
•
10.15am Standard Pistol
•
1pm Steel Challenge – club level
Fifth Saturday
•
10.30am Practice and novelty events

Sam’s young Labrador, Scout.
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The range is open some Wednesdays
from 12.30pm to 3pm. Please email the
Secretary to verify which Wednesdays it
is open. See website for more details on
WHGC http://www.wodongahandgunclub.
org.au/
Our contact details
Contact us: President Bruce Sweeney
bcsween@bigpond.com or Secretary
Ruth on secretary@wodongahandgunclub.org.au

WORKING GUN
DOGS ASSOCIATION
April and May training days
The April training date has been changed
Sunday, April 9 due to the clash with
Easter.
The May training date has been changed
to Sunday, May 7 due to the clash with
the SSAA Shot Expo.
Training Officer, Kevin with his Labrador, Aussie.

See our blog for directions to the training
site - just Google ‘wgaa blog’ or contact
the Training Officer, Kevin Phelps, 0407
091 221.

sustainable hunting as promoted in the
Game Management Authority’s manual –
Game Hunting in Victoria.

The club has an extensive range of training equipment which includes several
electronic throwers, a ‘backing’ dog,
retrieving dummies, stake-out chains and
release traps.

Duck opening has always been a red-letter day for duck hunters. Heralding the
start of the 3-month season, it has over
the decades been seen as the spiritual
commencement of the hunter’s year.

As usual, kick off is at 9am, with a BBQ
and raffle at midday.

Many an old, seen it all duck hunter, was
introduced to hunting by his father or
grandfather at duck opening, and over
the years it has become one of the great
Australian outdoor traditions.

Anyone with a gundog is welcome.
Any queries please contact our Training
Officer, Kevin Phelps, 0407 091 221.
Duck opening training day
This eagerly anticipated event in the
WGAA calendar is always popular with
members. With only two weeks until the
annual duck opening season this WGAA
event is ideally placed to help polish
member’s gundog’s retrieving skills. Many
thanks to the landowners and all the
helpers who set up realistic retrieves for
the real thing in two weeks.
This WGAA event slots in neatly with

events on WGAA’s blog at http://wgaa.
blogspot.com or just google - wgaa blog

JUNIOR SHOOTING
A new website is presently under construction. More news soon.
The 2017 Victorian Junior Rimfire Silhouette Championship will be held at Eagle
Park Range, Little River, on Sunday, May
21.

Memberships

•

Weigh-in from 8.30am

2017 Memberships are due. The membership fee is $30.

•

Practice at 9am

•

Shooter’s briefing at 10.15am

Thanks to all those who have already
renewed their memberships.
Facebook
WGAA is on Facebook.

Two x 40 shot matches. Competition
starts 10.30am
Nomination fee: $5

WGAA blog

Trophies for 1st, 2nd & 3rd for U/15 &
U/18 and overall winner

View reports and slideshows of WGAA

Any queries: Mark Butler 0409 135 740

SSAAVIC.COM.AU
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Hunting’s future
depends on you
Hunting is an important cultural pastime in Victoria. Tens of thousands of Victorian, interstate
and overseas game hunters generate thousands of jobs and contribute hundreds of millions of
dollars to the State economy, particularly in rural and regional Victoria. When you are enjoying
Victoria’s great hunting opportunities, be mindful that the future of hunting depends on how you
conduct yourself as a hunter. Every hunter should be an ambassador for the recreation.
As a responsible hunter, you should always:

Respect animals

Respect the hunt

• Only take what you can use

• Hunt safely and abide by the Firearms Safety Code

• Make optimal use of harvested quarry (have a
minimum/no waste approach)

• Lead by example

• Shoot only when you can retrieve your quarry

• Always hunt within the law and report illegal behaviour

• Shoot only when a humane result is possible

• Uphold the highest ethical standards

• Use the right equipment to effectively and humanely
hunt animals

• Promote and praise good behaviour

• Look after your hunting dogs

Respect the environment
• Take all your litter (including empty cartridges)
with you
• Bury or remove animal remains

• Respect our cultural heritage

• Know your skill limits and hunt within them
• Improve and maintain your skills through practice
and/or joining a club

Respect non-hunters
• Help others and be courteous

• Drive only on designated tracks

• Thoughtfully carry hunting equipment and harvested
quarry (e.g. cover quarry during transit)

• Keep campfires safe

• Respect the opinions of non-hunters

• Leave your campsite clean

• Only enter private property with permission

• Protect our wetlands and waterways (e.g. don’t
leave animal remains in or near waterways)

• Share the harvest with a non-hunter and promote
the culinary/sustainability benefits of hunting

• Take part in efforts to protect and restore
wildlife habitats

Respect the laws

Respect other hunters
• Be respectful and courteous if hunting or camping
in the same area as other people
• Be safe and abide by the law so everyone is on a
level playing field
• Share your knowledge and skills with others

• Take time to know the laws and act within them
at all times
• Work with Authorised Officers; they are there to help
you and ensure safe, sustainable, humane
and equitable hunting
• Don’t tolerate illegal behaviour - report suspected
offenders on 136 186.

For more information visit www.gma.vic.gov.au
Proudly supported by:
Australian

Deer
Association

RAYTRADE PTY LTD

